Global Politics Minor

This checklist is intended as a convenient guide only. The authoritative source on curriculum requirements is Clemson University’s Undergraduate Announcements, as interpreted by the University administration.

Global Politics Minor (18 hours)¹:

1. Introductory Course (3 hours):
   
   PO SC 102___ or PO SC 104___

2. PO SC 361 (International Politics in Crisis) ___

3. Upper-Level Requirements (12 hours from the list of courses below—at least three credits must be taken from Group I and three credits taken from Group II)²:

   **Group I: Comparative Politics:**
   
   PO SC 371___; 372___; 466___; 471___; 472___; 473___; 476___; 477___; 478___; (LANG) 485 ___

   **Group II: International Relations:**
   
   PO SC 362___; 363___; 367___; 375___; 428___; 429___; 456___; 457___; 459___; 461___

¹ Students majoring in Political Science may not minor in Global Politics.

² Special Elective Courses. With the approval of the Department of Political Science, a maximum of three credits from PO SC 305 (Creative Inquiry) related to a research team project on global politics; 311 (Model United Nations); 382 (Spanish Language News); 383 (French Language News); or 410 (Directed Study in International Politics) also may be applied towards a Global Politics minor.